NEW HAMPSHIRE
CAMPUS SEXUAL ASSAULT POLICY AND
PREVENTION INITIATIVE
INTRODUCING THE CSAPPNH INITATIVE
The objective of the New Hampshire Campus Sexual Assault Policy and
Prevention Initiative(CSAPPnh) is to create an effective, sustainable, and
comprehensive program to prevent and respond to sexual and
relationship violence and stalking at eight nonresidential and community
colleges in New Hampshire. This project is supported by a three-year
grant from the Office of Women's Health.

BUILDING A CAMPUS COMMUNITY
Are there similar challenges / opportunities to dealing with campus sexual
assault and harassment that you share with other CSAPPnh partners?
Granite State College (GSC) is part of the USNH family and when I first started in my role I was in awe of the
prevention programming my peers at my “sister” institutions were rolling out. Despite my best efforts I could
not figure out how to implement similar programs for our population. Being a part of this grant and joining the
CSAPPnh community has shown me that I am not alone when it comes to the challenges of finding and/or
creating prevention programming for non-residential, non-traditional students. The research and the programs
are just not there, and I am proud to be part of this grant and hopefully changing that. I think we all struggle
with how to roll out the information in a meaningful way so that our students not only know who to report an
incident to, but also how to intervene if they see something happening on campus or in their lives outside of
school.

What new resources, strategies and/or partnerships have you gained through your
involvement in CSAPPnh?
My involvement in CSAPPnh has allowed me to spend quality time with very important community partners
such as the Coalition, the five crisis centers where we have physical locations and my local SART team.
While I had previously met them at Consortium meetings, my participation in CSAPPnh has allowed me
more time to spend learning about these valuable resources. I am excited about our MOUs with the crisis
centers, which will allow me to provide even better training for the GSC staff.

Tiffany Doherty, Director of Student Affairs and Title IX Coordinator, Granite State College

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THIS PROJECT PLEASE CONTACT DR. SHARYN POTTER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH,
PREVENTION INNOVATIONS RESEARCH CENTER (SHARYN.POTTER@UNH.EDU)

Technical Assistance Group
(TAG) Member: Kitty Kiefer
What do you hope to accomplish through
your involvement with the CSAPPnh
project?
"So many of the efforts around campus sexual
assault have focused primarily on the resources,
needs, and demographics found at four-year
residential colleges; through the CSAPPnh
Initiative, I think we’ll be able to develop and
implement strategies and solutions that will
create meaningful change for non-residential
and community colleges and the populations
they work with."

Prevention Innovation Research Center's Becca Ludecke
has been busy demonstrating the uSafeUS for students,
faculty and staff at partner institutions across the state.
For more information on scheduling a demo at your
campus, contact PIRC. Remember, uSafeUS is free for
all New Hampshire institutions!

Campaign Spotlight

Kitty Kiefer is the New Hampshire College Consortium Coordinator
and a member of the Technical Assistance Group. This position was
added to the Sexual Assault Resource Team (SART) Program grant
to enhance the capacity of colleges in New Hampshire to respond
to sexual assault on campus and strengthen the relationship
between campuses, crisis centers, law enforcement and other allied
professionals. She coordinates and supports the work of the New
Hampshire Violence Against Women Campus Consortium by
providing administrative support and leadership on special projects,
conducting outreach, helping to facilitate resource sharing among
members, and representing the Consortium on statewide
committees and initiatives. Along with organizing the day-to-day
operations of the Consortium, she also provides informational
resources, technical assistance, and training to New Hampshire
colleges and their off-campus partners. She encourages on- and
off-campus stakeholders to strengthen their relationships through
cross-training, SART participation, and developing enhanced
collaboration and coordination strategies.

Great Bay Community College held a Mini Health
and Wellness Fair on Monday, October 23rd. Fran
Chickering, GBCC's Director of Institutional
Research, reported that the event was a success
"thanks to therapy dogs and free ice cream!" Fran
also reported that students interacted a lot with the
volunteers from HAVEN. Congrats on a successful
event, GBCC!

